Abstract Although Web-based personal health records (PHRs) have been widely deployed, the existing ones have limited intelligence. Previously, we introduced expert system technology and Web search technology into the PHR domain and proposed the concept of an intelligent PHR (iPHR). iPHR provides personalized healthcare information to facilitate users' daily activities of living. The current iPHR is passive and follows the pull model of information distribution. This paper introduces triggers and monitoring into iPHR to make iPHR become active. Our idea is to let medical professionals pre-compile triggers and store them in iPHR's knowledge base. Each trigger corresponds to an abnormal event that may have potential medical impact. iPHR keeps collecting, processing, and analyzing the user's medical data from various sources such as wearable sensors. Whenever an abnormal event is detected from the user's medical data, the corresponding trigger fires and the related personalized healthcare information is pushed to the user using natural language generation technology, expert system technology, and Web search technology.
Introduction
Web-based personal health records (PHRs) enable consumers to actively manage their medical records and subsequently their health through a Web interface. PHRs are becoming increasingly important in the healthcare business, as evidenced by their wide deployment by several major Internet companies, including Microsoft [32] , WebMD [31] , and RelayHealth [40] . Nevertheless, the existing PHRs have limited intelligence.
To improve PHR's capability of meeting users' healthcare needs, we previously proposed the concept of an intelligent PHR (iPHR) [29] . The main idea is to introduce expert system technology and Web search technology into the PHR domain so that iPHR can provide personalized healthcare information to facilitate users' daily activities of living. In addition to a standard PHR system, a medical knowledge base, an expert system, and a search system are also essential components of iPHR. Average consumers typically have little medical knowledge and encounter difficulty in identifying appropriate healthrelated keywords. iPHR addresses this problem by extensively using medical knowledge to both guide users to provide the most important information about their medical condition and automatically form queries. These queries are termed "search guide information" and reflect the user's medical condition and healthcare needs. They serve as seeds for the search system to retrieve personalized healthcare information.
Our current iPHR system provides three functions: guided search for disease information [26] , recommendation of home nursing activities [28] , and recommendation of home medical products [30] . It follows the pull model of information distribution. When a user wants healthcare information, she logs into iPHR and invokes a function that can provide this information. As mentioned in [29] , this passive style is sub-optimal. To better utilize its potential, iPHR should be able to automatically detect when the user needs relevant, personalized healthcare information and then actively pushes this information to her.
In this paper, we introduce triggers and monitoring into iPHR so that iPHR can become active. Our key idea is that through monitoring users' medical data and detecting abnormal events that may have potential medical impact, iPHR identifies when users need to be aware of relevant, personalized healthcare information. iPHR can then push healthcare information related to the abnormal events to users accordingly.
More specifically, medical professionals pre-compile triggers and store them in iPHR's knowledge base. Each trigger corresponds to an abnormal event. iPHR keeps collecting, processing, and analyzing the user's medical data from various sources such as wearable sensors [15] . Whenever an abnormal event is detected from the user's medical data, the corresponding trigger fires and the related personalized healthcare information is pushed to the user in its basic form using medical knowledge and natural language generation technology [41] . If the user clicks the hyperlinks embedded in the basic healthcare information, iPHR will first use medical knowledge and expert system technology to automatically form the corresponding queries, then use these queries and Web search technology to retrieve more detailed healthcare information, and finally present this retrieved information to the user. The entire process of monitoring users' medical data, detecting abnormal events, and pushing related personalized healthcare information to users is tightly integrated, automated, and easily usable by average consumers with little medical knowledge.
The design principle of iPHR with triggers is different from that of traditional electronic health records. Traditional electronic health records focus on data storage and primarily use data storage, data retrieval, data communication, and data visualization technologies. In comparison, iPHR with triggers has an additional focus on data processing and uses additional technologies involving medical signal processing [45] , knowledge-based reasoning (to integrate the results of signal analysis along with other discrete data), natural language generation, expert system, and Web search. As a result, iPHR with triggers can provide more advanced functions and meet more healthcare needs of consumers than traditional electronic health records.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. "Motivation for triggers and monitoring in iPHR" provides the motivation for triggers and monitoring in iPHR. "Design of triggers and monitoring in iPHR" describes the design of triggers and monitoring in iPHR. "Experimental results" presents a few output examples of our active iPHR system. "Related work and discussions" discusses related work. "Conclusions" concludes this paper.
Motivation for triggers and monitoring in iPHR
In this section, we first provide the general motivation for introducing triggers and monitoring into iPHR, and then present two concrete scenarios illustrating what this new trigger function of iPHR can do.
General motivation
Today's society is facing a healthcare crisis due to demographic aging and a global shortage of healthcare workers [50] . By 2050, the population over 60 is expected to triple. At the same time, the potential support ratio, which is defined as the size of the population aged 15-64 divided by the size of the population over age 65, is expected to drop by half and reach the dangerously low level of 4:1 [47] . To make the situation worse, chronic conditions have already become widespread while requiring expensive, long-term medical attention. Ninety percent of seniors have at least one chronic condition. Twenty-one percent of Americans and 77% of seniors have two or more chronic conditions [3, 48] . To make our healthcare system sustainable, we must invent new ways to perform healthcare, e.g., by empowering consumers to take an active role in managing their health and by putting more emphasis on prevention and health maintenance.
In particular, in the community setting, we need to help patients increase their independence in managing chronic diseases as much as possible so that the amount of attention required from healthcare professionals can be dramatically reduced. An essential step to this end is to keep monitoring and assessing the patient in the community setting with little or no involvement of healthcare professionals. The goal is to detect potential health problems early on and then perform interventions in time to reduce the likelihood and/or the speed at which the patient's condition deteriorates. In general, a degraded condition will both increase the overall healthcare cost and reduce the patient's quality of life. It would be better to notify the patient about her potential health problems and provide immediate feedback about what can be done for them at an early stage.
As mentioned in [38] , most of the monitoring, feedback providing, and education of patients with chronic conditions involves a limited number of educational goals and physiological measurements. It can be accomplished via automatic tools in the absence of healthcare professionals. This paper introduces triggers and monitoring into iPHR to serve this purpose.
For effective patient monitoring, it is not sufficient to rely solely on patients' subjective reporting. Patients do not have an objective perception of their own status, such as the severity of their symptoms or their response to medication, and thus cannot provide reliable reporting. In particular, physiological changes frequently precede a clinical deterioration, but could go unnoticed by the patient. For example, asthma patients may have an impaired sensation of shortness of breath [49] . As another example, patients with heart failure may subconsciously adapt their activity level to compensate for their decreased activity tolerance [38] . In both cases, patients can be unaware of their deteriorating health because their physiological responses effectively mask their worsening symptoms.
To detect early changes related to clinical deterioration, we need to monitor the patient by performing ongoing, objective, physiological evaluation of her, regardless of whether she has complained. This can be done using wearable sensors [15] and various other personal medical monitoring devices, such as scale and peak flow meter. All medical data collected on the patient can be sent to and stored in her PHR in a relatively streamlined manner. Recall that a standard PHR system is included in iPHR. Nevertheless, it is nontrivial to make effective use of this data.
In practice, the amount of collected medical data can quickly become substantial. For instance, several days of continuous, physiological time series signals, such as electrocardiogram and electroencephalogram, are often multiple megabytes to multiple gigabytes in size. Nevertheless, the detection of many potential health problems requires enough evidence to accumulate over an extended period of time (e.g., a month). If presented with all of the data collected over that time period without any preprocessing, even with the help of the best data visualization techniques, healthcare professionals will easily be overwhelmed and unable to make appropriate decisions in a reasonable amount of time [42] . If we consider average consumers, the outlook is much worse because they typically have little medical knowledge and cannot interpret the collected data at all.
To make good use of collected medical data, we often need to pre-process it to filter out irrelevant details and extract the essential information. This information is used to identify when users have potential health problems. In this work, each potential health problem that can be recognized by iPHR is described as one or more abnormal events. Whenever an abnormal event is detected from the medical data collected on the user, iPHR anticipates that she will need healthcare information related to this abnormal event and automatically pushes that information to her. In this way, the user gets notified of both her potential health problem and how it can be managed, ideally at an early stage.
Triggers
Embedding triggers into iPHR is a general approach for automatically detecting abnormal events. Each trigger corresponds to a unique abnormal event E abnormal and is of the form Firing condition C f →Action A ðtriggering event E triggering ; applicable condition C a Þ; meaning that if the applicable condition C a applies to the user, then the action A will be taken when the triggering event E triggering occurs and the firing condition C f describing E abnormal is satisfied.
Typically, the triggering event is that a new piece of data used in the firing condition C f is collected on the user. In this case, C f determines the triggering event. Other kinds of triggering events, such as the elapse of time (e.g., once every year), are also possible.
Examples of an applicable condition include when the user has a particular disease, the user is taking a particular medicine, the user is above a certain age, and the empty condition that applies to each user.
The simplest action, which is also the most common one, is to report the abnormal event E abnormal to the natural language generation system of iPHR. Then iPHR can push healthcare information related to E abnormal to the user accordingly. A more complex action is to report different levels of E abnormal based on the range that a computed value falls into [21] . Another more complex action is to use a rule-based algorithm to ask additional questions if E abnormal is suspected whereas extra inputs are needed to confirm this suspicion [38] , and then make a final decision on whether E abnormal should be reported.
After data pre-processing, a trigger can synthesize the important information from one or more data sources to report a particular abnormal event. The firing condition of the trigger can be either simple or arbitrarily complex. For many complex firing conditions, such as the ones involving nontrivial quantitative computation, checking them is beyond the manual capability of both healthcare professionals and average consumers in a reasonable amount of time, but usually can be done by computers (almost) in real time.
In the following, we provide two concrete scenarios illustrating what the new trigger function of iPHR can do.
Scenario 1: Weight loss in COPD patients
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) affects about 24 million Americans and is a leading cause of morbidity and mortality worldwide [10] . It is characterized by airflow limitation that is usually progressive and not fully reversible.
COPD patients often experience weight loss, which is associated with increased risks of mortality, disability, and handicap. Criteria to define weight loss is losing >5% weight in the past month or losing >10% weight in the past six months [9] . It would be desirable to keep track of the weight of a COPD patient, e.g., by using a scale and recording his weight in his PHR on a periodic basis. When weight loss is detected, it would be beneficial for iPHR to provide him with the following basic healthcare information:
(1) COPD patients experiencing weight loss may need nutritional therapy. (2) Since weight loss in COPD patients is often accompanied by muscle wasting, nutritional therapy may only be effective if it is combined with anabolic stimuli such as exercise.
It is also possible that he is interested in knowing more details about one or more specific items in the basic information, such as nutritional therapy for COPD patients and exercises for COPD patients.
In this scenario, the weight reading of the COPD patient can be recorded in his PHR in the format of (weight w i , date d i ), meaning that his weight was w i on date d i . Let (W, D) represent his current weight reading, i.e., his weight is W on the current date D. Then the maximum weight recorded on him in the last n days is max w n ¼ max
In particular, the maximum weight recorded in the past month is max_w 30 . The maximum weight recorded in the past six months is max_w 182 .
For the abnormal event of weight loss in the COPD patient, we define a corresponding trigger whose firing condition reflects the defining criteria of weight loss and therefore is
The triggering event of this trigger is that a new weight reading of the user is entered into his PHR. The applicable condition of this trigger is that the user has COPD. Each time a new weight reading on the COPD patient is recorded in his PHR, this trigger is checked to see whether its firing condition is satisfied. If so, the abnormal event of weight loss in the COPD patient is detected. Subsequently, iPHR pushes the related healthcare information mentioned above to him.
Scenario 2: Unintentional weight gain caused by psychotropic medication usage
As is widely known, unintentional weight gain can lead to serious health issues. Weight gain of 7% or more is considered clinically significant [44] . The use of most psychotropic medications, such as lithium and valproic acid, can cause unintentional weight gain. It would be desirable to keep track of the weight of a patient who is taking such medication. When significant weight gain is detected in the past 12 months, it would be beneficial for iPHR to provide him with related healthcare information on how to lose weight appropriately. In this scenario, we consider a patient who is taking lithium. We define a trigger for the abnormal event of unintentional weight gain caused by psychotropic medication usage in a way similar to that described in "Scenario 1: Weight loss in COPD patients". More specifically, the minimum weight recorded on the user in the last n days is min w n ¼ min
The firing condition of this trigger is W ! 1:07 Â min w 365 ; reflecting that clinically significant weight gain is detected in the past 12 months. The triggering event of this trigger is that a new weight reading of the user is entered into his PHR. The applicable condition of this trigger is that the user is taking a psychotropic medication that can cause unintentional weight gain.
Design of triggers and monitoring in iPHR
In this section, we present the design of triggers and monitoring in iPHR. The overall workflow of triggers and monitoring in iPHR is shown in Fig. 1 and consists of five steps. In step 1, the user's medical data is collected from multiple sources. In step 2, the user's medical data is preprocessed. Artifacts are filtered out and essential information is extracted as various features. In step 3, abnormal events that may have potential medical impact are detected from the user's medical data using triggers. In step 4, personalized healthcare information related to the detected abnormal events is pushed to the user in its basic form using natural language generation technology. In step 5, more detailed healthcare information related to the detected abnormal events is retrieved from the Web and presented to the user.
Step 1: Collecting the user's medical data iPHR collects the user's medical data from various sources, such as wearable sensors [15] and other personal medical monitoring devices, in a way similar to that described in [16] . This data is recorded in the user's PHR and includes:
(1) Physiological signals: Continuous time series data extracted from physiological sensors, such as electrocardiogram, electroencephalogram, pulse rate, and oxygen saturation level (SpO2).
(2) Discrete events: Actions taken, observations made, and discrete data items that are measured sporadically, such as blood pressure, blood glucose level, and body weight.
When iPHR runs out of storage space, it may choose to delete some old physiological signals that occupy extensive storage space. iPHR also collects other non-medical data, including weather data and environmental parameters, that may have some impact on the user's health condition. For instance, asthma patients should avoid going to areas where air quality is bad. Air quality data can be captured by (portable) air quality monitors.
iPHR handles the non-medical data and the user's medical data in a similar way. In the rest of the paper, we focus on the user's medical data.
The data collected by iPHR is of two types [16] :
(1) Silent: Data recording is automated and involves no user interaction. For example, many wearable sensors [15] can connect to the computer hosting iPHR via a programming interface. (2) Non-silent: Users need to interact with iPHR to record the data, such as food intake.
Step 2: Pre-processing the user's medical data There are two sub-steps in pre-processing the user's medical data. In the first sub-step, artifacts and incorrectly entered data are filtered out. In the second sub-step, essential information is extracted as various features.
Sub-step 2.1: Filtering out artifacts and incorrectly entered data
In general, there are two types of invalid data: artifacts in silent data and incorrectly entered data items in non-silent data. The purpose of the first sub-step is to detect and remove/correct invalid data. Artifacts are typically segments of automatically recorded, physiological signals that correspond to no actual values. They can arise from multiple factors, such as a wearable sensor becomes detached from the user's body. We use the same methods as those used in [18] to detect and remove artifacts. For example, we perform range checking to identify physiologically implausible values.
From time to time, users may enter data incorrectly, e.g., by making typos or forgetting to enter data items. We use the same data validation techniques as those used in [38] , such as range checking, to detect incorrectly entered data. Once such data is detected, we ask the user to reenter the corresponding data items.
Sub-step 2.2: Extracting essential information
After filtering out invalid data, we extract various features from the user's medical data based on the firing conditions of the triggers that will be used in step 3. These features capture the essential information of the user's medical data. For instance, for Scenario 1 described in "Scenario 1: Weight loss in COPD patients", the features extracted from the weight reading of the COPD patient are W, max_w 30 , and max_w 182 .
Typically, features of physiological signals, such as heart rate variability of electrocardiogram, are extracted using standard medical signal processing techniques [45] . The computation of a feature involves data that comes from one or more sources. In the simplest case, a feature can be the original data item itself.
Step 3: Detecting abnormal events iPHR uses triggers and features extracted from the user's medical data to detect abnormal events that may have potential medical impact. Based on the user's medical condition, iPHR automatically determines which triggers will be used for abnormal event detection.
Compiling triggers
iPHR's knowledge base stores a set of triggers pre-compiled by medical professionals. Each trigger corresponds to an Step 4
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Fig. 1 Workflow of triggers and monitoring in iPHR
abnormal event. Since compiling triggers requires extensive medical knowledge, average iPHR users are not involved in the trigger compilation process. Due to the large number of potential health problems, there are numerous types of abnormal events. To have comprehensive coverage of them, many triggers are required to be compiled. In general, there are two approaches for compiling triggers [21] :
(1) In the knowledge-intensive approach, medical professionals compile triggers by using their medical knowledge and checking medical references. This approach requires medical professionals to allocate significant time. (2) In the data-intensive approach, we collect users' medical data and use machine learning techniques to automatically learn triggers, such as their firing conditions. Then medical professionals use their medical knowledge to judge whether the learned triggers are appropriate. This approach requires collecting a large amount of (possibly labeled) medical data from users.
Regardless of which approach is used, trigger compilation is a challenging and time-consuming task. Our strategy for performing this task is to start from a subset of abnormal events that are both important and relatively easy to handle, and gradually expand the scope to other abnormal events. In this way, we can have an active iPHR system running once the corresponding triggers are compiled. For future work, we are interested in investigating whether any semi-automatic method can be used to facilitate this compilation task [55] . One possible approach is to develop a protocol for medical professionals to follow in compiling triggers. Another possible approach is to discover patterns from already compiled triggers and use these patterns to help compile more triggers.
Active trigger pool
In iPHR's knowledge base, many triggers are stored, whereas only a subset of them applies to a particular user. For each stored trigger, we use its applicable condition to decide whether it applies to the user. This is often done with the help of some medical ontologies. For example, if the applicable condition of a trigger is that the user has lung disease, then this trigger also applies to a user who has COPD, as COPD is one kind of lung disease. To quickly find all triggers that apply to the user, the stored triggers are indexed based on the "atomic items" appearing in their applicable conditions. For instance, if the applicable condition of a trigger is that the user has either COPD or asthma, then this trigger is indexed in both the entry for COPD and the entry for asthma. All stored triggers that apply to the user are automatically copied into an active trigger pool. Only these triggers are used to detect abnormal events.
The active trigger pool keeps only the most specific triggers. Intuitively, a trigger T 1 is more specific than another trigger T 2 if both triggers fire under the same condition on the user's medical data whereas T 1 targets the user's medical condition better than T 2 . More specifically, T 1 and T 2 have the same firing condition and the same triggering event. T 1 's applicable condition (e.g., the user has COPD) implies T 2 's applicable condition (e.g., the user has lung disease). Such implication is often determined by using some medical ontologies (e.g., to check whether one disease is more specific than another disease). When both T 1 and T 2 appear in the active trigger pool, T 2 will be removed from the active trigger pool.
When the medical condition of the user changes, such as she is diagnosed with a new disease or she starts a new medication, iPHR automatically maintains the active trigger pool by adding new triggers that apply to her now and/or removing existing triggers that no longer apply to her. In case a trigger T 1 is removed from the active trigger pool, we check whether any trigger T 2 was previously removed from the active trigger pool because T 2 is less specific than T 1 . If we find such a T 2 that still applies to the user now and is not less specific than any other trigger in the active trigger pool, we add T 2 back to the active trigger pool.
Identifying related triggers and computing the corresponding features
Typically, every kind of physiological signal, discrete event, or non-medical data corresponds to a different data source (see "Step 1: Collecting the user's medical data"). Whenever a new piece of data comes from a data source, we need to identify which triggers in the active trigger pool are related to this data source and check their firing conditions. To facilitate this identification process, we maintain a linkage data structure that links data sources, features, and the triggers in the active trigger pool together. More specifically, each data source links to all features that are extracted from the data from this data source. Each trigger in the active trigger pool links to all features used in its firing condition. All links used in this linkage data structure are bidirectional. In this way, given a feature, we can easily find all data sources linked to it as well as all triggers linked to it. Figure 2 shows an example of this linkage data structure, where:
(1) Triggers T 1 , T 2 , and T 3 are in the active trigger pool.
(2) Features F 1 and F 2 are extracted from the data that comes from the data source S 1 .
(3) Features F 3 and F 4 are extracted from the data that comes from the data source S 2 . (4) Feature F 5 is extracted from both the data coming from S 2 and the data coming from the data source S 3 . (5) The firing condition of T 1 uses F 1 and F 2 . (6) The firing condition of T 2 uses F 2 and F 3 . When a new piece of data comes from a data source S, we first find all features linked to S. Then for each such feature, we find all triggers linked to it. By going through the links in the linkage data structure from left to right in this way, we find all triggers that are in the active trigger pool and related to S.
Next, to check the firing conditions of these triggers, we go through the links in the linkage data structure from right to left to find all features that need to be computed as well as their corresponding data sources. More specifically, for each of these triggers, we find all features linked to it. Then for each such feature, we find all data sources linked to it and compute its value using the data from these data sources.
For instance, consider the linkage data structure shown in Fig. 2 . Suppose a new piece of data comes from the data source S 1 . By going through the links in the linkage data structure from left to right as shown in Fig. 3 , we find that both triggers T 1 and T 2 are related to S 1 and need to check their firing conditions. By going through the links in the linkage data structure from right to left as shown in Fig. 4 , we find that this checking requires computing the features F 1 , F 2 , and F 3 by using both the data from S 1 and the data from the data source S 2 . More specifically, computing F 1 (F 2 ) requires the new piece of data from S 1 and maybe some old data that previously came from S 1 and has already been stored in the user's PHR. Computing F 3 requires some old data that previously came from S 2 and has already been stored in the user's PHR.
Reducing feature computation overhead
Usually feature computation accounts for most of the overhead of checking the related triggers' firing conditions.
To reduce this overhead, we borrow four techniques from the database field.
First, for some features, such as certain statistics over a sliding window, we can maintain some auxiliary data structures to facilitate their computation [12] . For a particular feature, if its precise value is expensive to compute, we may choose to use some approximation techniques to compute an approximate value of it [12] .
Second, to avoid repeated computation as much as possible, it could be beneficial to cache the most recently computed value of each feature [23] , whereas the exact amount of saved computation depends on both the definition and the concrete usage scenario of this feature. For example, consider the linkage data structure shown in Fig. 2 . When a new piece of data comes from the data source S 1 , the firing condition of the trigger T 2 needs to be checked. In this case, there is no need to re-compute the feature F 3 used in that firing condition if F 3 's value remains the same as when it was computed last time, i.e., upon the most recent arrival of a new piece of data from the data source S 2 .
Third, some optimization can be performed to avoid computing certain features used in the firing condition of a trigger. For example, consider the trigger that is defined in "Scenario 1: Weight loss in COPD patients" and has the firing condition Fig. 3 Using the linkage data structure shown in Fig. 2 Fig. 4 Using the linkage data structure shown in Fig. 2 Fig. 2 An example linkage data structure linking data sources, features, and the triggers in the active trigger pool together When the first sub-condition W<0.95×max_w 30 is satisfied, the entire firing condition is satisfied and hence there is no need to compute the feature max_w 182 used in the second sub-condition W<0.9×max_w 182 .
The feature max_w 30 is less expensive to compute than the feature max_w 182 , although various sub-conditions in the firing condition have different selectivities. To reduce the overall cost of checking a firing condition C f , we need to determine a good order of evaluating C f 's sub-conditions based on both their selectivities and the computational costs of the features used in them. This can be done in a way similar to that of optimizing the evaluation of a database query that has expensive predicates [24] . Moreover, if the firing conditions of multiple triggers use some common features and need to be checked simultaneously, we can borrow multi-query optimization techniques [43] from the database field to reduce the overall cost of checking these firing conditions.
Fourth, similar to that in multi-query optimization [43] and stream computing [22] , we can share the computation of the common parts of multiple features to reduce the total cost of computing these features. The general approach is to break the computation of a feature into the computation of multiple sub-features or multiple levels of sub-features and then let features share sub-features.
For instance, consider the scenario shown in Fig. 5 , where:
(1) The computation of the feature F 1 is broken into the computation of the sub-features SF 1 and SF 2 . When a new piece of data comes from the data source S 1 , the feature F 1 needs to be computed to check the firing condition of the trigger T 1 . Simultaneously, the feature F 2 needs to be computed to check the firing condition of the trigger T 2 . In this case, the computation of the sub-feature SF 2 needs to be done only once and then can be shared by F 1 and F 2 .
Checking the related triggers' firing conditions and firing triggers
After identifying the related triggers in the active trigger pool and computing their corresponding features, their firing conditions are checked. For each such trigger, if its firing condition is satisfied, it fires and its action is taken. At the very least, this action includes reporting the abnormal event corresponding to this trigger (and often how this trigger's firing condition is satisfied) to the natural language generation system of iPHR. For most triggers, such reporting is the sole activity of their actions.
If the action of one trigger can affect either the firing condition or the triggering event of another trigger, then in theory recursive trigger firing is possible. In this case, the sequence of checking the related triggers' firing conditions is important [36] . An example of recursive trigger firing is as follows. When a trigger T 1 fires, its action causes the firing condition of another trigger T 2 to be satisfied. Then T 2 fires. T 2 's action leads to the satisfaction of T 1 's firing condition and subsequently the firing of T 1 again.
In practice, our trigger design disallows recursive trigger firing. iPHR uses triggers to detect and report abnormal events. Upon the arrival of new data, it is meaningless to report any particular abnormal event more than once. To control the sequence of checking the related triggers' firing conditions, medical professionals could at trigger compilation time assign each trigger a priority value that reflects the priority of checking its firing condition.
In most cases, for any trigger in the active trigger pool, its action affects neither the firing condition nor the triggering event of any other trigger in the active trigger pool. In this case, the sequence of checking the related triggers' firing conditions has no impact on the set of detected abnormal events. Consequently, the related triggers can have their firing conditions checked and subsequently fire in any order or in parallel.
Sometimes it is desirable to avoid repeatedly firing the same trigger within a short period of time. Upon the first time that a trigger fires, iPHR pushes healthcare information related to the corresponding abnormal event to the user. There is usually little gain on pushing the same information to the user again within a short period of time, unless this abnormal event is critical and deserves extra attention from the user.
For instance, consider the trigger that is defined in "Scenario 1: Weight loss in COPD patients". Suppose today weight loss is detected for the COPD patient based on his weight readings in the past 30 days, i.e., he has lost >5% of his weight in the past month. Then as shown in Fig. 6 where each dot represents a weight reading, it is possible that weight loss will be detected for him again tomorrow based on his weight readings in the previous 30 days because weight gain may not occur immediately. After pushing healthcare information related to weight loss in COPD patients to him today, it would be redundant to push this same information to him tomorrow.
One approach to avoid repeatedly firing the same trigger within a short period of time is to associate each trigger with a pre-determined rest time period P . P is measured either in the amount of physical time (e.g., 30 days) or in the number of data items that come from a particular data source related to this trigger. Medical professionals specify P at the time when they compile this trigger. Once this trigger fires, we let it rest for P if the value of P is not null. In other words, we stop firing it for P if the value of P is not null.
During the period that a trigger is resting, we may reduce feature computation overhead by avoiding computing certain features linked to this trigger unnecessarily. For instance, consider the linkage data structure shown in Fig. 2 . Suppose the trigger T 2 is resting. Then when a new piece of data comes from the data source S 1 , we need to compute the features F 1 and F 2 but not the feature F 3 , because F 3 is needed only by T 2 .
Step 4: Pushing personalized healthcare information to the user in its basic form When one or more abnormal events are detected from the user's medical data and their corresponding triggers fire, they are collected together and reported to the natural language generation system of iPHR. Then iPHR uses medical knowledge and natural language generation technology [41] to generate basic personalized healthcare information related to these abnormal events.
Once generated, the healthcare information is pushed to the user in one of multiple ways:
(1) If the newly arrived data leading to the detected abnormal events is non-silent (user-entered), iPHR can display the healthcare information on the confirmation Web page when the user clicks the submit button to enter her data into her PHR. The top section of the confirmation Web page will indicate that her data has been successfully entered. The healthcare information follows that top section. (2) If the newly arrived data leading to the detected abnormal events is silent, we can proceed in one or more of the following ways:
(a) iPHR can display the healthcare information on its main Web page for the user to see during login. (b) iPHR can send the healthcare information to the user in an email. (c) iPHR can send a summary of the healthcare information to the user in a text message.
In the rest of the paper, we focus on the method of displaying the healthcare information on the confirmation Web page. Other methods of displaying the healthcare information can be handled in a similar manner.
Using templates to generate basic personalized healthcare information
iPHR uses templates to generate basic personalized healthcare information. At trigger compilation time, for each abnormal event E abnormal , medical professionals compile a template of basic healthcare information related to it as well as assign it an importance value reflecting its importance or urgency. Both this template and this importance value are stored in iPHR's knowledge base together with the trigger T corresponding to E abnormal .
This template of basic healthcare information has the following four components:
(1) Component C 1 : A high-level description of the abnormal event E abnormal , e.g., its name. (2) Component C 2 : How E abnormal is detected for the user.
For instance, which part of the trigger T's firing condition is satisfied. Knowing this can both help the user better understand E abnormal and facilitate her to report E abnormal to her physician if necessary. ventions can be performed to help improve the user's condition and/or reduce the potential health risks listed in the component C 3 . Example interventions include home nursing activities [28] and the use of home medical products [30] . The interventions that patients and caregivers can perform at home or in the For certain abnormal events, one or more but not all of these four components could be empty. The content of the components C 1 , C 3 , and C 4 is pre-compiled by medical professionals. If there is only one way for the trigger T to get fired, the content of the component C 2 is pre-compiled by medical professionals. Otherwise, if there is more than one way for T to get fired, the content of C 2 is dynamically generated based on how T gets fired.
One method of dynamically generating the content of the component C 2 is as follows. For each possible way of satisfying the trigger T's firing condition, medical professionals pre-compile some text describing it and store this text in iPHR's knowledge base. When T's firing condition is satisfied in this way, this text is used as the content of C 2 . Recall that the abnormal event detection system of iPHR reports how a trigger's firing condition is satisfied.
For instance, consider the abnormal event of weight loss in the COPD patient that is described in "Scenario 1: Weight loss in COPD patients". The corresponding trigger's firing condition is
The text pre-compiled for the first sub-condition W<0.95× max_w 30 is "You have lost >5% of your weight in the past month." The text pre-compiled for the second sub-condition W<0.9×max_w 182 is "You have lost >10% of your weight in the past six months." Some special care is needed with the interventions included in the content of the component C 4 . An iPHR user often has multiple health issues [48] . An intervention may be generally suitable for handling one abnormal event, but become undesirable in the presence of another health issue. In medicine, contraindication is the general term describing this phenomenon and refers to a health issue that makes a particular intervention undesirable [5] . Ideally, based on the user's health condition, iPHR should dynamically remove contraindicated interventions (at least the absolutely contraindicated ones that should be performed under no circumstance [5] ) from the content of C 4 . For this purpose, we use a method similar to that described in [29] for identifying contraindicated home nursing activities. The high-level idea is to link the collected contraindication information with the nodes in the medical ontology of International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10) [53] . Contraindicated home nursing activities are identified by navigating the ICD-10 hierarchy.
When the content of the four components is populated, iPHR uses standard natural language generation techniques [41] to combine them together in a sequence to form the basic personalized healthcare information related to the abnormal event. This combination follows a relatively fixed format and is usually performed using a set of rules predefined jointly by medical professionals and the builders of iPHR.
The case with multiple concurrent abnormal events
The above discussion is based on only one trigger firing at a time. In general, multiple triggers can fire at a time. Consequently, multiple abnormal events are reported to the natural language generation system of iPHR simultaneously. In this case, for each of these abnormal events, we use the above-mentioned method to generate a piece of basic personalized healthcare information related to it. Then we sort all these pieces of information in descending order of the importance values of their corresponding abnormal events. Recall that at trigger compilation time, medical professionals assign an importance value to each abnormal event. Finally, we put all these pieces of information one after another to form the basic personalized healthcare information that will be pushed to the user.
There is one complexity with the case of multiple concurrent abnormal events. Consider the following two interventions. The first intervention is included in the content of the component C 4 for one abnormal event. The second intervention is included in the content of C 4 for another abnormal event. These two interventions may interact with one another (e.g., drug-drug interaction [46] ) and hence cannot be performed simultaneously. In this case, it is desirable for iPHR to automatically identify and mark the conflicting interventions in the content of C 4 so that users can become aware of these conflicts [2] . To achieve this goal, we use a method similar to that for automatically checking adverse drug interactions [46] .
Step 5: Presenting more detailed healthcare information to the user Once generated, the basic personalized healthcare information related to the detected abnormal events is presented to the user as a Web page. After viewing this Web page, the user is often interested in knowing more details about one or more of the specific items in this basic information. Many users would want a detailed explanation of a potential health risk associated with a detected abnormal event as well as detailed implementation procedures for a home nursing activity. To serve this purpose, iPHR automatically adds hyperlinks into this Web page, in a way similar to that described in [28] . By clicking these hyperlinks, the user obtains detailed information of the corresponding items. Due to a lack of medical knowledge, the user may not know that detailed information of certain items exists, but she will realize this once she sees these hyperlinks.
At a high level, our method of presenting more detailed healthcare information to the user works as follows. Consider an abnormal event E abnormal . At trigger compilation time, for the content included in the template of basic healthcare information related to E abnormal , medical professionals use their medical knowledge to mark one or more items that they anticipate some iPHR users would want to know more about. For each such item, a hyperlink is added. When the user views the basic personalized healthcare information related to the detected abnormal events, if he clicks this particular hyperlink, iPHR will first use medical knowledge and expert system technology to automatically form the corresponding queries. These queries and Web search technology will then be used to retrieve detailed information about the item. This retrieved information is then presented to the user.
Similar to that described in [30] , the basic idea of our method of obtaining detailed information about a particular item I is as follows. At trigger compilation time, medical professionals compile a set S of phrases for I as its so-called search guide information and store S in iPHR's knowledge base. Each phrase in S provides one way of retrieving detailed information about I. The search results for all phrases in S are combined together in an appropriate order to become the retrieved detailed information about I.
Search guide phrase compilation is a time-consuming task. For future work, we are interested in investigating whether any semi-automatic method can help speed up this compilation process [55] . One possible approach is to proceed as follows. First, the healthcare professional provides a search guide phrase for the item I as a seed. Then an automatic tool is used to submit this phrase as a query to a large-scale Web search engine such as Google [17] , retrieve back one or more Web pages about I, analyze them, and extract search guide phrase candidates from them. Finally, the medical professional checks these candidates to determine which ones are good to serve as search guide phrases.
Next, we present the details of our method of obtaining detailed information about the item I. For each phrase Q in the set S of search guide information, we submit it as a query to a large-scale Web search engine such as Google [17] to retrieve a set R Q of k Web pages. In our current implementation of iPHR, the default value of k is 100. The retrieval is performed using the API of the Web search engine [19, 51] . All retrieved Web pages are merged into a set R all ¼ S Q2S R Q . Then these Web pages are ranked and presented to the user as detailed information about I.
Ranking web pages
To rank the Web pages in the set R all , we apply a method similar to that used in [30] . We use a conceptual query Q c = ⋁ Q∈S Q, which combines all phrases in the set S of search guide information together, to represent the item I. For each Web page P∈R all , we compute a relevance score score P according to which P is ranked.
We start from the following probability computation:
Ignoring the second-and higher-order terms, we have
Usually a large-scale Web search engine uses pðP; QÞ ¼ p Q P j ð ÞpðPÞ to rank Web pages retrieved for the query Q. As the prior probability that the Web page P is relevant to a query, p(P) is often computed via some link analysis method such as PageRank [34] . As the conditional probability of producing Q given P , p(Q|P) is computed using the anchor text of links to P [7] , the text on P , and some retrieval model such as the language modeling approach [35] .
In our case of iPHR, the ranking score p(P, Q) computed by the large-scale Web search engine is unavailable to us. To overcome this difficulty, as a rough approximation we assume that this ranking score is inversely proportional to rank(P, Q), the rank of the Web page P among all Web pages retrieved by the phrase Q. That is, pðP; QÞ / 1=rankðP; QÞ :
This assumption reflects the fact that p(P, Q) decreases as rank(P, Q) becomes larger. If P is in the set R Q of top-k Web pages retrieved by Q, rank(P, Q) is available to us. Otherwise, if P∉R Q , we take rank(P, Q) to be infinite so that p(P, Q)=0. Then we have p P I j ð Þ / pðP; Q c Þ % P Q2S pðP; QÞ / P Q2S; P2R Q 1=rankðP; QÞ :
Consequently, the relevance score score P is computed as P Q2S; P2R Q 1=rankðP; QÞ.
For each Web page P∈R all , its title, URL, and snippet S P (i.e., some words extracted from P) are presented to the user. One way to obtain S P is to use the method described in [52] by treating the combination of all phrases in the set S of search guide information as the query. Alternatively, for the phrase that is in S and ranks P the highest, the snippet returned by the Web search engine can serve as S P . More specifically, consider every phrase Q∈S such that P∈R Q . Since P∈R all , there is at least one such phrase. Among these phrases, we select the one that has the smallest rankðP; QÞ and hence ranks P the highest. Intuitively, P is likely to be most relevant for this phrase. When this phrase is submitted as a query to retrieve P , the Web search engine returns a snippet of P . This snippet serves as S P .
Retrieving home medical products
The above discussion does not address the case that the item I refers to a list of home medical products (HMPs). In the content of the component C 4 of the template of basic healthcare information related to an abnormal event, some items could refer to a list of HMPs. Typically, such an item includes a hyperlink and is written in a way like "Click here to view home medical products related to a topic t." If the user clicks this hyperlink, he will be presented with a list of HMPs related to t.
This list L of HMPs is obtained using a method similar to that described in [30] . The high-level idea is as follows. Medical professionals pre-compile a list of keyword phrases as the HMP search guide information of the topic t. Using a vertical search engine specifically designed for HMPs, each such phrase retrieves some HMPs related to t. The retrieved HMPs for all these phrases are combined together. Then after removing contraindicated HMPs using the method described in [29] , the remaining HMPs are ranked in an appropriate order to become L.
Experimental results
At the time of this writing, we have implemented the general framework of the active iPHR system and compiled a few triggers. To give the reader a feeling of the active iPHR system, we present detailed results on the healthcare information that the active iPHR system provides for the two scenarios described in "Motivation for triggers and monitoring in iPHR". The reader is encouraged to browse all Web pages listed in this section to obtain a good understanding of these detailed results.
Detailed results for Scenario 1 Scenario 1 described in "Scenario 1: Weight loss in COPD patients" is about weight loss in COPD patients. The corresponding trigger's firing condition is
When the first sub-condition W <0.95×max_w 30 is satisfied, iPHR pushes some basic personalized healthcare information to the user as shown in Fig. 7 . As indicated, we mark the four components C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , and C 4 of the template from which this basic healthcare information is generated.
For the "nutritional therapy" item in the component C 4 , its pre-compiled search guide information contains three phrases: COPD nutritional therapy, COPD nutritional supplement, and COPD nutrition. If the user clicks this item, iPHR will display detailed information about the item as shown in Table 1 .
The item that is in the component C 4 and identified as "Click here to view related food and nutritional supplements" refers to a list of HMPs. The HMP search guide information pre-compiled for this item contains many phrases, such as N-acetylcysteine, L-carnitine, and bromelain. If the user clicks this item, iPHR will display various food and nutritional supplements retrieved by these phrases.
For the "exercise" item in the component C 4 , its precompiled search guide information contains one phrase: COPD exercise. If the user clicks this item, iPHR will display detailed information about the item as shown in Table 2 .
Detailed results for Scenario 2 Scenario 2 described in "Scenario 2: Unintentional weight gain caused by psychotropic medication usage" is about Significant weight loss is detected, as you have lost >5% of your weight in the past month. This is particularly problematic as you also have COPD.
COPD patients often experience weight loss, which is associated with increased risks of mortality, disability, and handicap.
COPD patients experiencing weight loss may need nutritional therapy. (Click here to view related food and nutritional supplements.) Since weight loss in COPD patients is often accompanied by muscle wasting, nutritional therapy may only be effective if it is combined with anabolic stimuli such as exercise. unintentional weight gain caused by psychotropic medication usage. When the corresponding trigger's firing condition is satisfied, iPHR pushes some basic personalized healthcare information to the user as shown in Fig. 8 . As indicated, we mark the four components C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , and C 4 of the template from which this basic healthcare information is generated.
For the "exercise" item in the component C 4 , its precompiled search guide information contains one phrase: psychotropic medication weight gain exercise. If the user clicks this item, iPHR will display detailed information about the item as shown in Table 3 .
For the "healthy diet" item in the component C 4 , its precompiled search guide information contains two phrases: psychotropic medication lose weight healthy diet and psychotropic medication weight gain dietary guidance. If the user clicks this item, iPHR will display detailed information about the item as shown in Table 4 .
System response time
We measured the response time of the active iPHR system on a computer with two 3 GHz processors, 2 GB memory, and one 111 GB disk. For each tested scenario, in response to the arrival of a new piece of the user's medical data that led to the detection of one or more abnormal events, the active iPHR system consistently provided basic personalized healthcare information in less than one second.
Usually, the number of triggers applicable to a particular health issue is not large. A typical user has a small number of health issues, if any. Consequently, the number of triggers in the active trigger pool is usually not large. We expect the active iPHR system to quickly provide basic personalized healthcare information in most cases, unless the active trigger pool has a trigger whose firing condition is extremely computationally expensive to check.
In our testing, when the user clicked a hyperlink embedded in the basic personalized healthcare information, the active iPHR system provided the corresponding, detailed healthcare information in less than one second. This excludes the time spent on retrieving Web pages from the large-scale Web search engine using its API. The retrieval of Web pages can be implemented more efficiently [54] if iPHR is tightly integrated with the Web search engine, as is the case with the PHR systems of Microsoft [32] and WebMD [31] where Web pages can be retrieved locally from the Web search engine.
Related work and discussions

Health information systems
The National Library of Medicine (NLM) is building a PHR system [33] . If the user clicks the name of a recorded medication or disease, the NLM PHR will display MedlinePlus information resources about this medication or disease. The NLM PHR can generate reminders that preventive care interventions are due, e.g., it is time for the annual flu shot.
Cimino has built an Infobutton Manager for electronic medical records [8] . For each medical concept appearing in the electronic medical record, the Infobutton Manager provides a fixed set of questions that physicians ask most often and uses manually pre-constructed queries to retrieve answers to these questions from certain resources in real time. Each answer is retrieved using one query. In several telemedicine systems for managing outpatients with chronic diseases [21, 38] , alarms are sent to healthcare professionals when potential health problems are detected from the user's medical data. In practice, many potential health problems are minor and do not require immediate attention from inundated healthcare professionals. It could be sufficient for consumers to receive timely education and then possibly take some preventative actions themselves. Our active iPHR system can serve this purpose by actively pushing related healthcare information to the user. In general, the more informed the user is, the more willing he is to perform actions to help improve his condition. Moreover, in our active iPHR system, we can define triggers for abnormal events that may have potentially severe and possibly immediate medical impact. The actions of these triggers are to use the methods described in [21, 38] to send alarms to healthcare professionals and/or the user's caregivers.
Apiletti et al. [1] proposed a framework for monitoring the patient's health condition via real-time analysis of physiological data. Given historical physiological data, this framework automatically learns detection models tailored to specific conditions, such as a particular disease or a specific patient. When high-risk situations are detected, alerts are triggered, but no healthcare information related to these alerts is provided.
Clinical natural language generation systems Gatt et al. [18, 37] have built a natural language generation system for intensive care units. This system can automatically generate textual summaries from the patient's medical data, e.g., by reporting that SpO2 increased from 88% to 97% between 3:00 am and 6:00 am. Harris [20] described a natural language generation component of an electronic medical record system that generates narrative recording the doctor/patient encounter. Dalal et al. [11] presented an experimental system that can generate multimedia briefings about patient status.
In contrast to our active iPHR system, none of the systems mentioned above can both continuously monitor the user and automatically push related personalized healthcare information to the user.
Expert systems, recommender systems, and information retrieval Rules are widely used in expert systems [25] . The way rules are fired in expert systems is similar to the way triggers are fired in our active iPHR system. Medical expert systems usually use rules to generate medical hypotheses. In contrast, our active iPHR system uses triggers to continuously monitor the user and automatically push related personalized healthcare information to the user.
Traditional recommender systems recommend items based on various factors, such as users' prior ratings, previous purchases, and profiles [4] . Our active iPHR system can be regarded as a continuous recommender system that goes beyond these factors and keeps recommending personSignificant weight gain is detected, as your weight has increased >7% in the past 12 months. This could result from your usage of the psychotropic medication lithium. Most psychotropic medications can induce unintentional weight gain, which often leads to medication non-compliance and other physical health risks such as diabetes and heart disease.
To lose weight, you could work with your doctor to either select a different medication that is less likely to cause weight gain or add a medication that has a track record for negating the side effect of weight gain. You can also benefit from exercising regularly and eating a healthy diet. alized healthcare information using both medical knowledge and the user's medical data.
In distributed information retrieval and meta-search engines [6] , search results from multiple sources for the same query are merged together. In contrast, when retrieving detailed information about an item, iPHR merges together the search results retrieved by different query phrases.
In a publish/subscribe system [39], users submit standing queries. All newly arrived text documents satisfying the condition of such a query are automatically routed to the user who submitted the query. In comparison, the standing triggers in our active iPHR system are automatically invoked based on the user's medical condition. For the abnormal events detected by these triggers, the related healthcare information is automatically pushed to the user.
Database triggers
Active database systems [36] use event-condition-action rules [14] for multiple purposes, such as maintaining the integrity of the information in the databases. Typically, an event-condition-action rule is a SQL trigger [13] of the form On triggering event E if firing condition C do action A, meaning that when the triggering event E occurs and the firing condition C is satisfied, the action A will be taken. Example triggering events include the insertion of a new tuple into a particular relational table and the deletion of an existing tuple from a particular relational table. C is typically a SQL query. An example action is a relational table update.
The triggers in iPHR are different from SQL triggers in multiple aspects. First, iPHR triggers and SQL triggers are used for different purposes. Second, iPHR triggers and SQL triggers have different triggering events. Third, once fired, iPHR triggers and SQL triggers take completely different actions. Fourth, each iPHR trigger has an applicable condition, which does not exist in SQL triggers. Fifth, iPHR triggers are pre-compiled by medical professionals rather than by iPHR users. iPHR automatically determines which triggers will be used to detect abnormal events. In comparison, through a manual process, database users both define SQL triggers and decide which SQL triggers will be used.
Healthcare professionals
Our iPHR work falls into the area of consumer health informatics [27] . As mentioned in [29] , healthcare information keeps updating rapidly and healthcare professionals cannot keep up with all of the latest changes. For example, each year many new home medical products enter the market. However, physicians usually are unaware of these products or receive little training on them. We would expect iPHR to supplement healthcare professionals' efforts in providing healthcare information. iPHR's knowledge base stores medical knowledge compiled by many healthcare professionals and its search system can discover the latest healthcare information from the Web.
However, iPHR is not intended to replace healthcare professionals. Regardless of what kinds of triggers are used in iPHR, they can never achieve absolute certainty on the user's potential health problems. Moreover, each person is different. Significant medical knowledge is often needed to determine whether a specific nugget of healthcare information is applicable to a particular person. Hence, the personalized healthcare information that iPHR pushes to the user should be used only for reference and educational purposes. For final decision making on which interventions should be performed, the user needs to consult her physician.
Conclusions
This paper introduces triggers and monitoring into iPHR so that iPHR can automatically detect when users need to be aware of relevant, personalized healthcare information and actively push this information to them. To illustrate what the new trigger function of iPHR can do, we present detailed results for a few scenarios. At present, we are in the process of compiling more triggers to increase the number of cases that can be handled by the active iPHR system. 
